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DEATHWING SORRY

Deathwing issued an unexpected apology today for the months of 
mayhem he has been causing since the Cataclysm. “I don’t know 
what’s got into me,” he admitted when I caught up with him in 
Elwynn Forest. “I’ve been feeling a little tetchy that’s true but 
normally a couple of days in the sauna sorts me out. But the last few 
months the only thing that’s worked has been total death and 
mayhem.”  Asked if it might be the pressure of being the top dragon 
Deathwing sighed and admitted that the pressure was difficult but he 
would not be drawn on whether the other dragon aspects were pulling 
their weight. “No I can’t really comment on the others. They do their 
thing. I do mine. I will just say that Alex and Kory do spend quite a bit 
of their time polishing each other’s scales and Ysera’s not been the 
same since she put that dream catcher up her his bedroom, but each to 
their own.” Asked if he was going to stop setting Azeroth aflame 
Deathwing finally gave a little chuckle. “Now that would be going a 
bit too far,” he said, “A man ...ahem... dragon...has to vent now and 
again. But I’ll try to avoid the drier areas. The flames really spread 
there and I know they’re a bugger to put out.” 

Midriff cannot be attacked

Scientists today announced that the 
female midriff is completely resistant to 
all forms of attack including swords, 
maces, polearms and daggers. Speaking 
in the Female Flesh Let’s ‘Ave 
it conference today in Amsterdam 
Dr Ilike Toleer stated, “We have proven 
after extensive laboratory tests and 
relatively few fatalities that if the midriff 
is exposed it is somehow protected. We 
know that this is counter intuitive but we 
believe it is something to with the sun’s 
affect on female skin. Sort of like 
Superman. Kind of. The point is that the 
more midriff flesh the woman exposes 
the better it is for us all.”  Dr Toleer 
confirmed he was now investigating the 
buttock area to confirm his theory that a 
good slap of the female buttock before a 
raid increases DPS.

Other news in 
brief:

Man chews off own 
toes after using LFR.

Aunt Bernice’s pies 
recalled after Billy 
rushed to hospital

Nesingwary 
announces he’s to 
become a vegetarian.

Gnome gives birth to 
giant, “It kinda hurt,” 
she admits.

Equal Rights controversy

A mage today confirmed he is seeking legal advice about discrimination in 
WoW because he is not allowed to be a healer. Speaking at a press 
conference he stated, “If I want to be a healer I should be able to be a healer 
whether I have the spells or not. It should not be a question of ability. It is a 
question of entitlement. My nother always told me I could be anything I 
wanted to be and I want to be a mage priest. That’s my dream.” When 
pressed about the lack of any healing skills whatsoever he claimed, “A lot 
of people say they need healing when they don’t really anyway. I think a lot 
of it is a state of mind and with my intellect there’s no one better to explain 
that to someone who thinks he’s dying.” However, despite the mage’s 
insistence on his right to heal the reality for those who have experienced 
mage healing is not a pleasant one. One tank is currently receiving hospital 
treatment from his experience in Scholomance where the mage insisted he 
could cauterize all wounds with a fireball and another is being treated for 
frostbite after an attempt to heal him by cryogenic freezing.

Nevertheless it looks likely that if this case goes to court the ruling will be 
in the mage’s faviour and a new law will be introduced allowing all Mages 
to heal and imposing harsh sanctions on any group that selects a Paladin, 
Priest, Druid or Shaman healer over  a Mage. “This law must be 
introduced,” said the leader of the party “Fight discrimination through 
Discrimination.” He continued, “For too long Paladin, Priests, Druids and 
Shamans have had the monopoly on healing just because they happen to be 
able to do it. Skills is no longer important. Everyone has the right to do 
what they like when they like. We are determined that Pallys, Priests, 
Druids and Shamans should not be the first choice healers anymore.”  When 
asked whether this in turn was discriminating against them he responded 
“Who gives a shit? Mages are cool and that’s that.” 

Zangarmarsh hotel porter 
ruined my honeymoon 
A newly wed cried today as she recounted 
her experiences with a naga hotel porter in 
the deluxe 5 star Zangarmarsh hotel she and 
her husband had chosen for their 
honeymoon. The two Draenei held hands as 
they described the “weird way” he glided up 
to them, his insistence that they “try a 
mushroom”, and his tendency to attack them 
with a trident as they tried to get ice from 
the machine in the corridor.  “It was a 
nightmare,” said Sally, “So we marked him 
as average on the hotel feedback form and I 
gave him a bit of look when we handed over 
the tip.”


